
Membership Dues
Only SPORTIME Members may participate in SPORTIME instructional and competitive programs and enjoy SPORTIME services and 
amenities.  For an explanation of the benefi ts of membership, consult your Membership Handbook or contact a SPORTIME member-
ship advisor.  Every registered seasonal group participant must be a SPORTIME Member, or a SPORTIME Associate, in good standing, 
for the duration of the season, regardless of how many times per season he/she plays.

Captain’s Responsibility / Seasonal Court Accounting
We know that being a seasonal court captain can become an arduous task, but we want to make it as easy as possible for you.  To 
help, your seasonal court coordinator is always at your service to assist with questions about your seasonal court.  Please understand, 
however, that it is the seasonal court captain’s responsibility to ensure that all seasonal court participants sign the Seasonal Court-Time 
Enrollment Form and to inform his/her participants of seasonal court policies.  

Th e full cost of the seasonal court is charged to the captain’s account and he/she is responsible for payment (the captain must collect 
from the other participants).  To avoid accounting confusion, please remember that when seasonal court players who are SPORTIME 
Members remit membership dues, or other payments on account, those payments must be paid into their individual accounts, not into 
the seasonal court account, which is under the captain’s name.

Captain’s Credit
As a reward for the hard work that goes with being a seasonal captain, we will place a $50 credit on each captain’s account when all
deposit and payment deadlines are met by the due date on the contract.

Key Tags and Check-In
All Members and Associates receive key tags when they affi  liate with SPORTIME and must check-in by swiping or scanning their key 
tags when entering a SPORTIME club.  Key tag check-in protects and benefi ts SPORTIME users by ensuring that only those affi  liated 
with SPORTIME use our facilities, by tracking member usage data to help SPORTIME better determine how to best serve you, by help-
ing SPORTIME staff  detect any problems with individual accounts in order to most quickly and easily correct them, and by providing 
an increased level of security and allowing SPORTIME users to identify themselves at other SPORTIME facilities.  If a SPORTIME 
Member or Associate forgets his/her key tag on a particular occasion, he/she may check-in by providing his/her name to the front desk 
receptionist.

Seasonal Game “Fill-Ins”
SPORTIME Members may always fi ll-in seasonal games at no cost. Associates may fi ll-in, but must pay the prevailing Seasonal Court 
Guest Fee each time they do so.

Seasonal Court Rates
Seasonal court rates are listed on the Seasonal Court Contract/Enrollment Form.

Make-up Court Time
When the Club is responsible for lost playing time due to emergency or unexpected conditions, make-up time will be scheduled with 
the group captain based on court availability.  Seasonal time unused by the playing group for personal reasons, cannot be made up.  If 
the playing group cannot use a scheduled seasonal time because players choose to observe a religious holiday, make-up time will be 
guaranteed and will be scheduled with the group captain based on court availability.  All make-up time must be used by August 31st 
immediately following the end of the season.

SPORTIME reserves the right to designate a seasonal group’s court assignment, and to change the assignment, at its discretion. 
If you have any questions or suggestions regarding how we can better serve you, please do not hesitate to contact your seasonal court 

coordinator or club manager.
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